Here, we propose the same question for rational numbers, and we try to investigate the varieties of c.e. sets on ℚ. The theories here are hold for R = and we could repeat the same theories in this domain, in a parallel way.
First, we define the basic concepts again, in the second steps we are going to prove Theorems and simultaneously we compare these Theorems to the Theorems in the subject of Enumeration order reducibility on natural numbers. 
Definition 2:
The set ˓ ⊆ ℚ is recursive if the characteristic function of ˓ ( ) be computable
The set ˓ is c.e. if there exists a computable function like ˦ such that ˓ = ˞IJ˧˥(˦).
Example:
1. ˓ = {˲ ∈ ℚÉ I ≤ ˲ ≤ I} is recursive 2. ˔ = {2 É ˭ ∈ ˓} is non-recursive c.e. set such that ˓ ⊆ ℕ is non-recursive c.e. set.
Definition 4:
A listing of an infinite c.e. set ˓ ⊆ ℚ is a bijective computable function ˦: ℕ → ˓.
Definition 5:
• Two listings ℎ, ˧ are co-order, ℎ~˧, if ℎ(˩) < ℎ(˪) ⟺ ˧(˩) < ˧(˪) for all ˩, ˪ ∈ ℕ.
• Two c.e subsets of ℚ, ˓ and ˔, with equal cardinality are co-order (˓~˔) if there exist listings ℎ of ˓ and ˧ of ˔ such that ℎ~˧. 
Example:
1. Any two finite recursive set ˕, ˖ ⊆ ℚ with the same cardinality are co-order. 3. K and ℕ are not co-order.
Theorem 1:
The following statements are equivalent:
For every listing ℎ of ˓ there is a listing ˧ of ˔ such that ℎ~˧.
Theorem 2:
There are two recursive sets ˓ and ˔ subsets of ℚ, such that they are not coorder.(In contrast to this fact that any two recursive set which are subsets of natural numbers are co order).
Co-ordering and One-reducibility
By following lemma we consider the relation between Enumeration order equivalency classes and One-reducibility:
Lemma 1: let two sets ˓, ˔ ⊆ ℚ be c.e. sets. ˓ and ˔ do not belong to the same Enumeration order equivalence class necessary, if they belong to the same one-reducibility class. Lemma 2: let two sets ˓, ˔ ⊆ ℚ be c.e. sets. ˓ and ˔ do not belong to the same one-reducibility class necessary, if they belong to the same Enumeration order equivalence class.
Co-ordering and Turing-reducibility
In the following lemma we investigate the relation between Enumeration order equivalency classes and Turing-reducibility:
Lemma 3: let two sets ˓, ˔ ⊆ ℚ be c.e. sets. ˓ and ˔ do not belong to the same Enumeration order equivalence class necessary, if they belong to the same Turing-reducibility class.
Proof: By lemma 1, the lemma 3 is immediate.
Lemma 4: let two sets ˓, ˔ ⊆ ℚ be c.e. sets. If ˓, ˔ belong to the same Enumeration order equivalence class, they belong to the same Turing-reducibility equivalence class. 
Type 2 co-ordering
Adding or removing finite subset of a non-recursive c.e set like ˓, leads us to create a c.e set that is not co-order with ˓. So, we define the type 2 co-ordering here.
Definition 6: Two sets ˓ and ˔ are almost equivalent (˓ ≈ ˔) if ˓ ˔ be finite. 
Type 2 co-ordering and Reducibility
Here we survey the relation between type2 co-ordering and one-reducibility and Turingreducibility. Theorem 6: If two sets belong to the same one-reducibility equivalence class, then they do not necessarily belong to the same Type2 enumeration order equivalence class. Theorem 7: Two type2 co-order sets do not belong necessarily to the same one-reducibility equivalence class. Theorem 8: If two c.e. sets ˓ and ˔ are type2 co-order then they belong to the same Turingreducibility equivalence class.
In natural numbers, by considering [∅] , the equivalence class of recursive sets, it was proved in [1] that There are only two type2 enumeration order equivalence classes such that they are subsets of the equivalence class [∅] . Let we consider the following theorem in rational numbers: Theorem 9: There are infinite numbers of Type2 enumeration order equivalence classes such that they are subsets of equivalence class [∅] . We must show that for all ˩, ˪ ∈ ℕ that ˩ ≠ ˪ we have ˓ ≁ $ ˓ . It's simple to show that for all ˩ ∈ ℕ, ˓ ≁ $ ˠ # .
First we show for all ˩ ∈ ℕ that ˩ ≠ 1, ˓ # ≁ $ ˓ . We use theorem 5 here:
• .
•
For ˓ $ we just need to show ˓ $ ≁ $ ˓ % . In the same way we can show for all ˩ ∈ ℕ that ˩ ≠ 2, 
